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Abstract

Implementing distributed systems correctly is difficult. Designing correct distributed systems protocols is challenging because designs must account for concurrent operation and handle network and machine failures. Implementing these protocols is challenging as well: it is difficult to avoid subtle bugs in implementations of complex protocols. Formal verification is a promising approach to ensuring distributed systems are free of bugs, but verification is challenging and time-consuming. Unfortunately, current approaches to mechanically verifying distributed systems in proof assistants using deductive verification do not allow for modular reasoning, which could greatly reduce the effort required to implement verified distributed systems by enabling reuse of code and proofs.

This thesis presents CoqIOA, a framework for reasoning about distributed systems in a compositional way. CoqIOA builds on the theory of input/output automata to support specification, proof, and composition of systems within the proof assistant. The framework’s implementation of the theory of IO automata, including refinement, simulation relations, and composition, are all machine-checked in the Coq proof assistant. An evaluation of CoqIOA demonstrates that the framework enables compositional reasoning about distributed systems within the proof assistant.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Implementing distributed systems correctly is difficult. Designing protocols for distributed systems is challenging because designs must account for concurrent operation and handle network and machine failures. Furthermore, because distributed systems protocols are complicated, it is difficult to avoid subtle bugs in implementations of these protocols.

Production systems under wide use have had subtle correctness bugs. For example, testing has revealed correctness bugs in releases of popular systems such as Cassandra, Consul, ElasticSearch, etcd, Kafka, MongoDB, and others [1].

1.1 Implementing correct systems

Unfortunately, tracking down correctness bugs in distributed systems through testing is time-consuming, and furthermore, it is incomplete. No amount of software testing is enough to provably eliminate bugs. Testing is especially hard with distributed systems, where concurrency makes it difficult to catch bugs in tests, even when using fault injection frameworks to simulate network and machine failures. Formal methods provide a much more rigorous means of building high-assurance systems.

Bounded model checking is one approach to verifying designs: given a model of a system, model checkers can exhaustively verify that certain desired properties hold. Systems designers have used model checking to mechanically verify fundamen-
tal distributed systems protocols such as the Paxos consensus protocol [2, 3]. A lightweight means of checking correctness, model checking has also seen success outside of academia. For example, Amazon has successfully used model checking to find bugs and verify optimizations in production systems [4].

Approaches using modeling tools are limited due to the limited power of bounded model checking, failing to scale to systems with large or infinite state spaces. Furthermore, relying only on model checking leads to a formality gap: even if a design has been proven correct, the implementation could still be buggy. Often, bugs in production implementations are results of a buggy implementation of a protocol that has been proven correct on paper or using model checking [1].

Deductive verification is a complete approach to verifying both the design and implementation of a distributed system. It provides a machine-checkable proof that code satisfies the specification and is free of bugs. Theory and tools have advanced in recent years, and researchers have succeeded in building provably correct implementations of realistic distributed systems such as Raft [5] on top of the Verdi framework [6] and a replicated state machine and sharded key-value store using the IronFleet methodology [7].

1.2 Problem and goal

Prior work in verifying realistic distributed systems represents impressive engineering effort. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to reuse this work in building new verified systems, because prior work is not designed for compositional reasoning.

We define compositional reasoning as follows. With an approach to verification that supports compositional reasoning, we should be able to build an implementation on top of specifications of underlying components, prove the system correct with respect to the specifications, and then replace the underlying specifications with their implementations to produce a final system such that we preserve correctness. For example, consider the toy system in Figure 1-1: there is a booking agent, a hotel service, and an airline service, and the booking agent acts as a transaction coordinator.
Figure 1-1: An example of a system with logically separate components: a booking agent communicating with a hotel service implementation and an airline service implementation. The booking agent acts as a transaction coordinator to atomically book tickets for both services.

to atomically buy tickets from both the hotel service and the airline service. In the example, both the hotel service and airline service are implemented by complex distributed systems. To build and verify the overall system in a compositional way, we would first write specifications for the hotel and airline services, and we would prove that the implementations satisfy the specifications. Then, we would implement and verify the booking agent with respect to the service specifications, as in Figure 1-2. Finally, we would replace the service specifications with their implementations to produce the final verified system while preserving correctness.

We need compositional reasoning to make verified distributed systems practical, because compositional reasoning enables us to structure code and proofs to manage complexity and reduce programming effort. With regular non-verified distributed systems, programmers organize code into modules, and programmers often make use of external libraries implementing lower-level protocols. For example, CockroachDB,
Dgraph, TiKV, and etcd all use CoreOS’s well-built and thoroughly tested Raft implementation [8, 9] for distributed consensus. In a similar manner, we need to be able to build up a library of verified components to decrease the burden of building verified distributed systems.

Our goal is to develop a system that enables building reusable modules that are independently verifiable in such a way that reasoning about layering and composition of modules reuses proofs of correctness of individual components. Analogous to the previous real-world example, we would want to enable building a verified Raft library such that we can verify an implementation of a distributed key-value store using only the specification of the Raft library, but still have an end-to-end correctness guarantee for the implementation of the system using the Raft implementation. In the general case, we want to be able to build higher-level components of distributed systems relying only on specifications of lower-level components while producing end-to-end correctness guarantees for system implementations.

Prior work does not support this kind of compositional reasoning. The IronFleet methodology [7] of layered refinement allows for building monolithic distributed systems. The approach does not support composition. Verdi [6] supports a limited form

---

Figure 1-2: The booking agent system building on specifications of the hotel service and the airline service, demonstrating an implementation depending on multiple specifications.
of vertical composition through verified system transformers, but Verdi does not have a way for a system to build on top of multiple dependencies. We describe prior work in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.3 Approach

We base our approach on the theory of input/output automata [10], a formal model for reasoning about asynchronous concurrent systems, to reason about distributed systems. The IO automata model is a good theory for reasoning about distributed systems because it enables compositional reasoning.

An IO automaton models a component in a distributed system as a state machine equipped with a transition relation, where transitions are associated with named actions. Actions are classified into one of three types: input, output, or internal. Automata communicate through input and output actions: in a composition, automata responding to the same named action step together synchronously.

Systems are specified as automata, with the behavior of an automaton defined as the set of externally visible execution traces. Implementations are shown to refine specifications by proving that the behavior of the implementation is a subset of the behavior of the specification. Automata in compositions can be substituted with others that refine the original automata, so that the resultant composition refines the original composition. This works even with multiple dependencies as in Figure 1-2: an implementation can build on multiple specifications, and each specification can be swapped for its implementation while preserving correctness. This is what enables compositional reasoning.

We formalize a theory based on IO automata in a proof assistant to enable machine-checked formal reasoning about distributed systems in a compositional way.
1.4 Challenges

Prior work has explored reasoning about IO automata within a proof assistant, but the approaches do not support proper compositional reasoning. Work by Bogdanov, which formalizes IO automata in the Larch Prover [11], does not support automata composition at all. Work by Lim implements a translation from a timed IO automata specification language to the PVS prover [12], but it handles compositions in the specification language by recursively inlining the composed automata into a single automaton in PVS, precluding reasoning about individual automata separately from the composition. Work by Nipkow and Slind formalizes IO automata in Isabelle/HOL and supports composition, but it requires that the programmer declare the entire set of possible actions used in a development ahead of time, making compositional reasoning impossible without deciding a priori all the automata that will be composed.

Our main challenge was formalizing IO automata within a proof assistant in a way such that we could perform composition within the proof assistant itself, so that we could separately reason about individual automata within a composition. With our formalization, we can prove high-level theorems about composition such as “if automaton $A'$ refines automaton $A$, then the composition of $A'$ with $B$ refines the composition of $A$ with $B$”. These theorems are key to compositional reasoning within the proof assistant.

1.5 Thesis contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is a methodology for compositional reasoning about distributed systems in a proof assistant as well as CoqIOA, an implementation of this methodology in the Coq proof assistant [14]. Specifically, the contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. We formalize input/output automata in the Coq proof assistant, supporting specification, proof, and composition within the proof assistant.

2. We provide machine-checked proofs of the theory of IO automata, including
refinement, simulation relations, and composition.

3. We evaluate the effectiveness of our system in enabling compositional reasoning through a case study of a toy system.

Our current implementation has several limitations. While IO automata theory enables reasoning about both safety and liveness, we reason only about safety. Also, we do not extract executable code from our automata implementations in Coq. Neither of these limitations are inherent, and we aim to address them in future work.

1.6 Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related work on distributed systems verification and IO automata. Chapters 3 and 4 describe our system design and formalization in the Coq proof assistant. Chapter 5 evaluates our approach through an example implementation of a toy system. Chapter 6 discusses the limitations of our current work and describes future research directions. Chapter 7 concludes.
Chapter 2

Related Work

CoqIOA builds on work done in distributed systems verification and input/output automata.

2.1 Distributed systems verification

Prior work in distributed systems verification applies paper proofs, model checking, and deductive verification to prove designs and implementations correct. The approaches trade off between ease of verification and level of rigor.

2.1.1 Paper proofs

Works describing distributed systems protocols often contain correctness proofs with varying degrees of formality. The original Paxos paper includes a paper proof of correctness [2]. The Raft consensus protocol has a formal specification written in TLA+, along with a paper proof of correctness [15]. Chord includes paper proofs of correctness as well as probabilistic bounds [16].

Paper proofs are a first step to verifying the correctness of protocols, but paper proofs can contain errors, and paper proofs do not verify implementations.
2.1.2 Model checking

Model checking is an approach to mechanically verifying designs. Model checkers work by exhaustively enumerating the state space of a model of a system to verify that desired properties of the model always hold. Model checking has been successful in verifying distributed systems protocols [3, 17] and practical systems designs [4].

Model checking has fundamental limitations: exhaustive enumeration does not scale to complicated specifications due to combinatorial explosion, so model checking is unusable for verifying real systems.

2.1.3 Deductive verification

Deductive verification uses theorem-proving software to produce machine-checkable proofs of correctness. Writing machine-checkable proofs involves considerable effort compared to using a model checker, but the approach scales to real systems, and deductive verification allows for proving complex properties of systems. In recent years, researchers have succeeded in applying verification to realistic distributed systems.

IronFleet is a methodology for proving practical distributed systems correct [7]. The authors use IronFleet to prove correct a sharded key-value store and IronRSL, a complex Paxos-based replicated state machine library, illustrating that the methodology scales to realistic systems. The approach involves verification in layers: describe a distributed system in a high-level specification, show that it is refined by a distributed protocol, and show that the protocol is refined by an implementation. IronFleet uses TLA-style verification to show a refinement between the protocol layer and the high-level specification, and it uses Hoare logic [18] to show a refinement between the implementation layer and the protocol layer. IronFleet supports building monolithic systems, but it does not support compositional reasoning: the approach does not include a method to build systems on top of already verified implementations. For example, there is no direct way to use the framework to prove a distributed system implementation correct on top of the IronRSL specification.

Verdi is a framework for formally verifying distributed systems [6]. Verdi models
multiple forms of network semantics and failure modes of distributed systems, allowing
the programmer to design a system for any given model. Verdi introduces the idea
of verified system transformers, a mechanism that transforms a system designed for
one model to an implementation suitable for another, preserving all properties of the
original system. Verified system transformers enable programmers to write and verify
an implementation in a simplified model and then transform their implementation to
work in a more realistic setting. The authors implement and verify the Raft consensus
protocol as a verified system transformer [5], allowing an application programmer to
implement and verify a replicated state machine by verifying a state machine for
the single-machine case and then using the verified transformer to produce a verified
replicated state machine from the single-machine implementation. Verdi offers a
more compositional approach than IronFleet. Verified system transformers can be
viewed as a limited form of composition, allowing implementations built for a simple
network and machine model to have a single dependency on a protocol designed
to make systems work with more realistic network and machine semantics. Verdi’s
composition is not general-purpose, however. For example, Verdi does not support
multiple dependencies in a natural way: we cannot use Verdi to verify the system in
Figure 1-1 in a compositional way.

2.2 Input/output automata

CoqIOA builds on the theory of input/output automata [10], a formal model for rea-
soning about asynchronous concurrent systems. We discuss the IO automata model
in detail in Chapter 3. System designers have used the IO automata model to reason
about distributed algorithms and distributed systems protocols [19].

Timed input/output automata (TIOA), a superset of input/output automata, extend the model for timed systems [20]. Lynch et al. have developed the Tempo
specification language, a formal language for describing TIOA, along with the Tempo
modeling toolkit [21]. The toolkit provides support for syntax checking, simulation,
model checking [22], and verification [12].
2.2.1 Theorem proving

There are multiple formalizations of input/output automata and timed input/output automata in theorem proving software.

Work by Bogdanov implements a translation tool from an IOA specification language to the Larch prover [11]. The implementation supports reasoning about IO automata, but it does not support composition of automata.

Tempo-PVS implements a similar translation tool, translating timed IO automata specifications from the Tempo language to PVS [12]. The tool does support composition, but it implements composition by recursively inlining composed automata into a single monolithic automaton in the generated PVS code, making compositional reasoning within the theorem prover impossible.

Work by Nipkow and Slind formalizes IO automata in Isabelle/HOL [13]. The approach supports IOA specification and reasoning within the theorem prover, and it also supports composition, but it requires that all automata in a composition share the same set of actions. This requires deciding on a global set of actions a priori, making it impossible to use the system to develop automata in a modular way. It would not be possible to use the approach to develop modular libraries, because library authors do not know the entire set of actions that a client application would want to use.
Chapter 3

Design

We formalize input/output automata [10] in the Coq proof assistant, designing the formalization to enable compositional reasoning within the proof assistant.

3.1 Input/output automata

An input/output automaton models a component in a distributed system as a state machine equipped with a transition relation, where transitions are associated with named actions. Actions are classified as either external or internal. Automata communicate through external actions: in a composition, automata responding to the same named action step together.

An input/output automaton $A$ has a set of states $\text{states}(A)$, a set of external actions $\text{ext}(A)$, a set of internal actions $\text{int}(A)$, a set of start states $\text{start}(A) \subseteq \text{states}(A)$, and a transition relation $\text{steps}(A) \subseteq \text{states}(A) \times (\text{int}(A) \cup \text{ext}(A)) \times \text{states}(A)$.

We encode IO automata in Gallina, Coq’s dependently-typed programming language, as shown in Figure 3-1. Automata are records, parameterized by their external action type, containing a state type, internal action type, a set of start states, and a transition relation. This is a straightforward translation of the mathematical definition of IO automata.

As an example, we could model a lossy FIFO channel as an IOA (see figs. 3-2 and 3-
Record AutomatonDef (ExternalActionType : Type) :=
  mkAutomatonDef {
    StateType : Type;
    InternalActionType : Type;
    start : StateType → Prop;
    transition : StateType →
      (InternalActionType + ExternalActionType) →
      StateType →
      Prop;
  }.

Figure 3-1: Encoding of input/output automata in Coq.

3). The state is a list of messages, the external actions are $\text{Send}(m)$ and $\text{Recv}(m)$, and the internal actions are $\text{Drop}(m)$. The start state is the empty list. The automata can take the $\text{Send}(m)$ transition starting from any state, and the result is appending $m$ to the list. The automata can take the $\text{Recv}(m)$ transition when $m$ is at the head of the list, and the result is removing $m$ from the head of the list. The automata can take the $\text{Drop}(m)$ transition when $m$ is in the list, and the result is removing $m$ from the list.

CoqIOA’s formalization of IO automata deviates slightly from IO automata as defined by Lynch and Tuttle [10]. Currently, we reason about only safety, so for simplicity, we omit liveness-related mechanisms. CoqIOA does not enforce automata to be input-enabled. In addition, we do not distinguish between input and output
**Variable** \( T : \text{Type}. \)

**Inductive** ChannelAPI :=
| Send \((m : T)\)
| Recv \((m : T)\).

**Inductive** Internal :=
| Drop \((m : T)\).

**Definition** LossyFifo : AutomatonDef ChannelAPI :=
mkAutomatonDef
  _
  (list T) (* state: list of messages *)
  Internal
  (fun st ⇒ st = []) (* start state: empty queue *)
  (* transition relation: *)
  (fun st act st' ⇒
       match act with
       | inl (Drop m) ⇒ contains m st ∧ removed m st st'
       | inr (Send m) ⇒ st' = st ++ [m]
       | inr (Recv m) ⇒ st = m :: st'
     end).

Figure 3-3: Coq implementation of a lossy FIFO channel automaton. The implementation illustrates defining external and internal actions and then defining an automaton, specifying the state type, start state, and transition relation.
actions at all: we only distinguish between external and internal actions. We also omit mechanisms used to reason about fairness.

3.2 Execution

Now that we have a definition of automata, we can describe what it means for an automaton to “run”. We define an execution fragment of an automaton $A$ as a sequence $[s_0, \pi_1, s_1, \pi_2, s_2, \ldots, \pi_n, s_n]$ of alternating states $s_i$ and actions $\pi_i$, where $(s_{i-1}, \pi_i, s_i) \in \text{steps}(A)$. We define an execution of an automaton $A$ as an execution fragment of $A$ where the first state is a start state of $A$. We define a trace corresponding to an execution fragment as the sequence with the states and internal actions removed, i.e. just the external actions in the execution fragment. As an example, our lossy FIFO channel automaton with a natural number message type can produce the trace $[\text{Send}(1), \text{Send}(2), \text{Recv}(2)]$. The automaton cannot produce the trace $[\text{Send}(1), \text{Recv}(5)]$.

We define the behavior of an automaton $A$, $\text{beh}(A)$, to be the set of all traces of that automaton. This will be our basis for reasoning about specifications and implementations. We say that automaton $A'$ refines automaton $A$ if the behavior of $A$ contains the behavior of $A'$: $\text{beh}(A') \subseteq \text{beh}(A)$. For example, we could have a specification of a lossless FIFO channel, and we could have an implementation over the lossy FIFO channel that uses retransmissions, so that the implementation would behave like a lossless channel, refining the lossless FIFO spec. We formalize refinement in Coq such that we can write $\text{refines } A' A$ to express this notion when $A$ and $A'$ have the same external action type.

Using this framework, we can formally reason about specifications and implementations as follows. We write specifications of systems as IO automata, and we write implementations of systems as IO automata or collections of IO automata. To show that an implementation satisfies a specification, we prove that the implementation refines the specification.
3.3 Composition

In the IO automata mathematical model, in a composition, automata responding to the same named action step together. We cannot directly support this behavior inside a proof assistant with a rigid type system when different automata have overlapping sets of actions. Instead, we provide a mechanism that allows for “wiring” automata together appropriately.

Composing two automata $A$ and $B$ produces a new IO automaton. In CoqIOA, composition is not just a function of the component automata: we must provide wiring information as well. When composing automata $A$ and $B$, we provide a new external action type $T$ for the composed automata, along with two mappings, $T \rightarrow \text{ext}(A) \cup \{\text{None}\}$ and $T \rightarrow \text{ext}(B) \cup \{\text{None}\}$ that describe how the new external action type maps to the external action types of the individual automata. The mappings return None if a given action from $T$ does not correspond with an action for the component automata. Given these, the composition is defined as an IO automaton as follows. The state type is $\text{states}(A) \times \text{states}(B)$. The external action type is $T$. The internal action type is $\text{int}(A) \cup \text{int}(B)$. The start states contain $(a, b)$ if and only if $a \in \text{start}(A)$ and $b \in \text{start}(B)$. The transition relation steps the appropriate component automata for internal actions, and it steps the appropriate component automata (or both) for external actions according to the two mapping functions.

CoqIOA implements this wiring scheme as a compose function. In addition to a compose operation, CoqIOA also provides a rename operation that we can use to hide external actions by reclassifying them as internal actions. The interface is similar to that of the composition operation: the user supplies a new type for external actions, a new type for hidden actions, and functions describing the mapping from these new types to the original external action type. We defer an example of using the compose and refine machinery to Chapter 5.
3.4 Proof techniques

We use a number of different techniques to prove automata correct, i.e. showing that an implementation refines a specification. We use simulation relations in combination with high-level theorems about composition to enable compositional reasoning and proof reuse.

We can only describe automata refining other automata when both automata have the same external action type: it only makes sense to compare automata with the same API.

3.4.1 Simulation

Simulation relations are a standard technique for proving correctness of IO automata [23, 24, 25]. We formalize forward simulation and backward simulation in Coq.

A forward simulation between two automata $A$ and $B$ that have the same external action type is a relation $R \subseteq \text{states}(A) \times \text{states}(B)$ between states of $A$ and $B$ such that:

1. Every $s_A \in \text{start}(A)$ is related by $R$ to some $s_B \in \text{start}(B)$.

2. For each step $(s'_A, \pi, s_A) \in \text{steps}(A)$ and each $s'_B \in \text{states}(B)$ where $(s'_A, s'_B) \in R$, there exists a state $s_B \in \text{states}(B)$ such that $(s_A, s_B) \in R$ and:
   
   - If $\pi \in \text{ext}(A)$, then there exists some execution fragment of $B$ starting with $s'_B$ and ending with $s_B$ corresponding to the trace $[\pi]$.
   
   - If $\pi \in \text{int}(A)$, then there exists some execution fragment of $B$ starting with $s'_B$ and ending with $s_B$ corresponding to the empty trace.

A backward simulation between two automata $A$ and $B$ that have the same external action type is a relation $R \subseteq \text{states}(A) \times \text{states}(B)$ between states of $A$ and $B$ such that:

1. Every $s_A \in \text{states}(A)$ is related by $R$ to some $s_B \in \text{states}(B)$.
Theorem forward_simulation:
\[ \forall (E : \text{Type}) (A' A : \text{AutomatonDef} E) \]
\[ \left( f : (\text{StateType} A') \to (\text{StateType} A) \to \text{Prop} \right), \]
\[ \text{forward_simulation}\_\text{relation} f \rightarrow \text{refines} A' A. \]

Figure 3-4: Statement of the forward simulation theorem in Coq.

2. If a state \( s_A \in \text{start}(A) \) is related by \( R \) to some \( s_B \in \text{states}(B) \), then \( s_B \in \text{start}(B) \).

3. For each step \( (s'_A, \pi, s_A) \in \text{steps}(A) \) and each \( s_B \in \text{states}(B) \) where \( (s_A, s_B) \in R \), there exists a state \( s'_B \in \text{states}(B) \) such that \( (s'_A, s'_B) \in R \) and:
   
   - If \( \pi \in \text{ext}(A) \), then there exists some execution fragment of \( B \) starting with \( s'_B \) and ending with \( s_B \) corresponding to the trace \( [\pi] \).
   
   - If \( \pi \in \text{int}(A) \), then there exists some execution fragment of \( B \) starting with \( s'_B \) and ending with \( s_B \) corresponding to the empty trace.

We formalize forward simulation in Coq and prove that the existence of a forward simulation from \( A' \) to \( A \) implies that \( A' \) refines \( A \). Figure 3-4 shows the statement of this theorem in Coq. We prove a parallel theorem for backward simulation: existence of a backward simulation from \( A' \) to \( A \) implies that \( A' \) refines \( A \).

### 3.4.2 Composition theorems

CoqIOA proves high-level theorems about composition that enable compositional reasoning. In the following exposition, we write composition of \( A \) and \( B \) as \( A + B \), and we write \( A' \) refines \( A \) as \( A' \subseteq A \). There notations do not perfectly capture our formalism: our \texttt{compose} operator has additional parameters besides the automata themselves, and our definition of \texttt{refines} has a requirement that the automata have the same external action type. Still, these notations are useful for developing an intuitive explanation of the composition theorems. CoqIOA takes these additional complexities into account: the composition theorems are proven correct with the
Theorem refines_comp_comm:
forall (EA EB Ext : Type)
  (A : AutomatonDef EA) (B : AutomatonDef EB)
  (mapA : Ext \rightarrow option EA) (mapB : Ext \rightarrow option EB),
  refines
  (compose A B Ext mapA mapB)
  (compose B A Ext mapB mapA).

Figure 3-5: Statement of the commutativity of composition theorem in Coq.

Theorem refines_comp_subst:
forall (EA EB Ext : Type)
  (A A' : AutomatonDef EA) (B : AutomatonDef EB)
  (mapA : Ext \rightarrow option EA) (mapB : Ext \rightarrow option EB),
  refines A' A \rightarrow
  refines
  (compose A' B Ext mapA mapB)
  (compose A B Ext mapA mapB).

Figure 3-6: Statement of the substitution in composition theorem in Coq.

additional parameters, and a usage of \texttt{refines} only type checks if both automata have the same external action type.

The first composition theorem is commutativity of composition: $A + B \subseteq B + A$. Figure 3-5 shows the theorem statement in Coq.

The second composition theorem is a substitution theorem: if $A' \subseteq A$, then $A' + B \subseteq A + B$. Figure 3-6 shows the theorem statement in Coq.

Our formalization of IO automata, along with these theorems, enables compositional reasoning. Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of this machinery.
Chapter 4

Implementation

We implement CoqIOA entirely in the Coq proof assistant. Table 4.1 shows the components of the framework, along with the number of lines of code that comprise each component. Only our definitions, comprising about 100 lines of code, are trusted. All other components are mechanically verified by Coq’s proof checker: all theorems about IO automata, including theorems on simulation relations and composition, are proven correct in Coq.

We have used the CoqIOA framework to reason about toy systems implemented using IO automata: we describe these examples in Chapter 5. The examples are not included in the lines of code counts shown here.

The CoqIOA prototype currently has one major limitation: we do not have a code extraction mechanism to produce executable code from IO automata descriptions. This limitation is not inherent, and we plan to address it in future work.

All source for CoqIOA and examples is available on GitHub [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitions (trusted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO automaton</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaming</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinement</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof tools (untrusted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof automation</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theorems</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Lines of code in CoqIOA.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

We demonstrate that CoqIOA enables compositional reasoning through a case study of a key-value store. Through the case study, we demonstrate the use of our composition machinery, simulation relation theorems, and composition theorems.

In our example, we have a specification of a key-value store modeled as a single automaton, and we have an implementation of a client communicating with a key-value server over channels that reorder messages. The implementation adds send and receive mediators to the channels to make them effectively implement reliable channels.

We prove that the implementation satisfies the specification, and we use compositional reasoning to construct the proof. First, we prove that a mediated reordering channel implements a reliable channel. Next, we prove a key-value server correct on top of a specification of a reliable channel. Finally, given those two proofs, we use our composition theorems to prove that our system communicating over mediated reordering channels implements a key-value store.

5.1 Specification

The key-value store is specified as a single IO automaton. For simplicity, the key-value store implements a mapping between natural numbers. Figure 5-1 shows the API of the key-value store, written as a Coq Inductive type: it takes \texttt{Put k v} and \texttt{Get k}
Inductive API :=
| Put (k : nat) (v : nat)
| PutOk
| Get (k : nat)
| GetResult (v : option nat).

Figure 5-1: Key-value store API, consisting of input and output actions, specified as an inductive type in Coq.

actions as inputs, and it produces PutOk and GetResult v actions as outputs. Figure 5-2 shows the Coq code for the specification: the key-value store is nonblocking, but it executes requests sequentially. For example, the specification can produce the trace \[\text{Put}(0, 1), \text{PutOk}, \text{Get}(0), \text{Get}(5), \text{GetResult}(\text{Some}(1)), \text{GetResult}(\text{None})\], but the specification cannot produce the trace \[\text{Put}(0, 1), \text{PutOk}, \text{Get}(0), \text{GetResult}(\text{None})\].

5.2 Implementation

Figure 5-3 shows the components that make up the implementation of the client-server key-value store. We write a modular proof that this implements the key-value store specification given in Figure 5-2. First, we prove that a mediated reordering channel implements a reliable channel. Then, we verify our client-server key-value store on top of the reliable channel. Finally, we invoke our composition theorem to show that the implementation in Figure 5-3 satisfies the specification.

5.2.1 Channels

Figure 5-4 defines two generic channel automata implementing a Channel API consisting of Send(m) andRecv(m) actions. We have a Reliable channel that implements a FIFO queue, and a ReliableReordering channel that implements a channel that is allowed to reorder messages. The reliable channel is a specification of an ideal channel that does not drop or reorder messages. The reordering channel acts as a simplified model of a real-world network channel: one that can arbitrarily reorder messages but not drop messages.
Inductive Request :=
  | Req_Put (k : nat) (v : nat)
  | Req_Get (k : nat).
Inductive Response :=
  | Resp_Ok
  | Resp_Value (v : option nat).
Inductive Internal := Execute.

Record state : Type := mkState {
  requests : list Request;
  responses : list Response;
  data : nat \rightarrow option nat;
}.

Definition start (st : state) : Prop := st = mkState [] [] (fun _ \Rightarrow None).

Definition step (st : state) (act : Internal + API) (st' : state) : Prop :=
  let (req, res, d) := st in
  match act with
  | inr (Put k v) \Rightarrow st' = mkState (req ++ [Req_Put k v]) res d
  | inr (Get k) \Rightarrow st' = mkState (req ++ [Req_Get k]) res d
  | inl Execute \Rightarrow
    exists hd tl, req = hd :: tl \land
    st' = mkState tl (res ++ [match hd with
      | Req_Get k \Rightarrow Resp_Value (d k)
      | _ \Rightarrow Resp_Ok
    end])
  | (match hd with
    | Req_Put k v \Rightarrow
      fun k' \Rightarrow if eq_nat_dec k k' then
        Some v else
        d k'
    | _ \Rightarrow d
    end)
  | inr PutOk \Rightarrow exists tl, res = Resp_Ok :: tl \land st' = mkState req tl d
  | inr (GetResult v) \Rightarrow exists tl, res = (Resp_Value v) :: tl \land st' = mkState req tl d
  end.

Definition KVStore : AutomatonDef API :=
  mkAutomatonDef API state Internal start step.

Figure 5-2: Key-value store specified as a single automaton in Coq. The automaton maintains an input queue of requests, an output queue of responses, and the actual mapping from keys to values. Initially, the queues are empty and the mapping is empty. In the transition relation, the automaton can enqueue input, execute an enqueued operation, or send output.
Figure 5-3: Client-server key-value store implementation over reordering channels.
Variable $T : Type$.

Inductive ChannelSenderAPI :=
| Send : $T \to ChannelSenderAPI$.
Inductive ChannelReceiverAPI :=
|Recv : $T \to ChannelReceiverAPI$.

Definition ChannelAPI : Type := ChannelSenderAPI + ChannelReceiverAPI.

Definition Reliable : AutomatonDef ChannelAPI :=
mkAutomatonDef
  ChannelAPI
  (list $T$) (* state: list of messages *)
  EmptySet
  (fun st ⇒ st = []) (* start: buffer starts out empty *)
  (* transition relation: *)
  (fun st act st' ⇒
    match act with
    | inl e ⇒ match e with end
    | inr (inl (Send m)) ⇒ st' = st ++ [m]
    | inr (inr (Recv m)) ⇒ st = m :: st'
     end).

Definition ReliableReordering : AutomatonDef ChannelAPI :=
mkAutomatonDef
  ChannelAPI
  (list $T$) (* state: list of messages *)
  EmptySet
  (fun st ⇒ st = []) (* start: buffer starts out empty *)
  (* transition relation: *)
  (fun st act st' ⇒
    match act with
    | inl e ⇒ match e with end
    | inr (inl (Send m)) ⇒ st' = st ++ [m]
    | inr (inr (Recv m)) ⇒ removed m st st' (* can receive any message *)
     end).

Figure 5-4: Coq code for reliable and reordering channels. A reliable channel is an ideal FIFO queue, while a reordering channel models a channel that is allowed to arbitrarily reorder messages.
In order to make a reordering channel behave like a reliable channel, we add send and receive mediators. The send mediator adds sequence numbers to messages, and the receive mediator reconstructs the original order of the messages using the sequence numbers. Figure 5-5 shows the components that make up a mediated reordering channel, and Figure 5-6 shows the implementation of the mediators. The send mediator takes input messages of type $T$, and it outputs messages over a channel carrying $\text{nat} \times T$, tagging messages with sequence numbers. On the other end of the channel, a receive mediator takes the tagged messages, reassembles the messages in the correct order, and delivers the raw messages with the sequence numbers stripped.

To reason about the mediated reordering channel, we first need to compose our send and receive mediators with a reordering channel. Figure 5-7 shows the `compose` operator in action: first, we compose the send mediator with the reordering channel to form `SendMediator_Channel`, and then we compose that with a receive mediator to form `SendMediator_Channel_ReceiveMediator`. We need to perform composition in two steps because CoqIOA’s `compose` operator composes two automata at a time. This illustrates us “wiring” automata in the composition.

The resultant automata has the wrong API: the details of the inner reordering
Variable T : Type. (* message type *)

(* input from world, output to channel *)
Definition ReorderingSendMediator :
AutomatonDef (ChannelSenderAPI T + ChannelSenderAPI (nat * T)) :=
mkAutomatonDef
- (nat * list (nat * T)) (* state: next sequence number, message buffer *)
EmptySet
(fun st ⇒ st = (0, [])) (* start: seq=0, empty buffer *)
(fun st act st' ⇒
  match act with
  | inl e ⇒ match e with end
  | inr (inl (Send m)) ⇒
    (* enqueue message tagged with sequence number in local buffer *)
    st' = (fst st + 1, snd st + [(fst st, m)])
  | inr (inr (Send (c, m))) ⇒
    (* send buffered message over channel *)
    fst st' = fst st ∧ removed (c, m) (snd st) (snd st')
end).

(* input from channel, output to world *)
Definition ReorderingReceiveMediator :
AutomatonDef (ChannelReceiverAPI (nat * T) + ChannelReceiverAPI T) :=
mkAutomatonDef
- (nat * list (nat * T)) (* state: next sequence number, message buffer *)
EmptySet
(fun st ⇒ st = (0, [])) (* start: seq=0, empty buffer *)
(fun st act st' ⇒
  match act with
  | inl e ⇒ match e with end
  | inr (inl (Recv (c, m))) ⇒
    (* enqueue message *)
    st' = (fst st, snd st + [(c, m)])
  | inr (inr (Recv m)) ⇒
    (* deliver message with the current sequence number *)
    fst st' = fst st + 1 ∧ removed (fst st, m) (snd st) (snd st')
end).

Figure 5-6: Coq code for send and receive mediators. The send mediator takes input messages and tags them with sequence numbers. The receive mediator takes input messages tagged with sequence numbers and delivers them in the correct order.
channel are exposed. We want the automata to only expose the send mediator’s input and the receive mediator’s output. Figure 5-8 fixes this using the rename operator to only expose a ChannelAPI T while hiding the actions corresponding to the inner channel by reclassifying them as internal actions. MediatedReliableReordering is the result of this hiding operation.

We prove that the mediated reordering channel implements a reliable channel. In particular, we prove refines (MediatedReliableReordering T) (Reliable T). We use forward simulation to prove the mediated reordering channel correct: the proof involves reasoning about the interactions between the send and receive mediator and showing that the receive mediator correctly reassembles reordered messages.

5.2.2 Client-server key-value store

We prove our client-server key-value store correct on top of reliable channels, as shown in Figure 5-9, rather than directly reasoning about the key-value store built on reordering channels. In this proof, we reason about communication between the client and server, but we do not have to reason about messages being reordered. This separation of concerns greatly simplifies the proof. We use forward simulation to prove the implementation correct, and the proof ends up being quite simple: we show that the client buffer, channel, and server buffers act like one big queue in each direction, preserving the order and identity of operations invoked at the client and results coming from the server.

5.2.3 System

Given the proofs of correctness of our mediated reordering channel and our key-value store implemented on top of reliable channels, we invoke our composition theorem to produce an end-to-end proof of correctness of the original system as described in Figure 5-3. Our composition theorem makes this easy: because we have shown that mediated reordering channels implement reliable channels, we can swap the reliable channel specification for its implementation while preserving correctness. This
Definition SendMediator_Channel :=
compose
  ReorderingSendMediator
  (ReliableReordering (nat * T))
  (ChannelSenderAPI T + ChannelAPI (nat * T))
  (fun act ⇒ match act with
    | inl act' ⇒ Some (inl act')
    | inr act' ⇒ match act' with
      | inl act'' ⇒ Some (inl act'')
      | inr _ ⇒ None
    end
  end)
  (fun act ⇒ match act with
    | inl _ ⇒ None
    | inr act' ⇒ Some act'
  end).

Definition SendMediator_Channel_ReceiveMediator :=
compose
  SendMediator_Channel
  ReorderingReceiveMediator
  (ChannelSenderAPI T + ChannelAPI (nat * T) + ChannelReceiverAPI T)
  (fun act ⇒ match act with
    | inl act' ⇒ Some act'
    | inr _ ⇒ None
  end)
  (fun act ⇒ match act with
    | inl act' ⇒ match act' with
      | inl _ ⇒ None
      | inr act'' ⇒ match act'' with
        | inl _ ⇒ None
        | inr act''' ⇒ Some (inl act''')
      end
    end
    | inr act' ⇒ Some (inr act')
  end).

Figure 5-7: Composition of components of a mediated reordering channel. The code demonstrates “wiring” automata in a composition.
**Definition** MediatedReliableReordering : AutomatonDef (ChannelAPI T) :=
  rename
  SendMediator_Channel_ReceiveMediator
  (ChannelAPI T)
  (fun act ⇒ match act with
   | inl act' ⇒ inl (inl act')
   | inr act' ⇒ inr act'
   end)
  (ChannelAPI (nat * T))
  (fun act ⇒ inl (inr act)).

Figure 5-8: Hiding the internal details of the mediated reordering channel using the rename operator. The result is a mediated channel that has the same API as the reliable channel and the reordering channel.

![Figure 5-9: Client-server key-value store implementation over reliable channels.](image)

Figure 5-9: Client-server key-value store implementation over reliable channels.
Table 5.1: Lines of code in the key-value store implementation.

correctness result only requires a couple additional lines of proof, invoking our rename-related and composition-related theorems to reuse the proofs of correctness of the individual components.

5.3 Effort

Table 5.1 shows the components of the key-value store, along with the number of lines of code comprising each component. The final proof of the key-value store with unreliable channels required minimal effort: it required only 10 lines of code invoking our renaming and composition theorems. This was only possible because we were able to use our composition theorems to reuse the proofs of correctness of the individual components.

5.4 Discussion

We demonstrate that CoqIOA enables compositional reasoning about systems in a proof assistant, which was not possible with prior work. We show that our general-purpose composition theorems allow us to build and verify implementations on top of specifications and then swap out the underlying specifications for implementations while preserving correctness of the implementation.
Chapter 6

Future Work

CoqIOA in its current form has limitations that we aim to address in future work.

**Code extraction.** CoqIOA provides a framework for reasoning about IO automata, but it does not provide a mechanism for executing IO automata on real machines. In order to build certified executable implementations of distributed systems, we plan on building code extraction machinery for CoqIOA.

Prior work has explored translating IO automata specifications to executable code. Musial implemented a translator from IO automata specs to Java code [27], compiling IOA specifications from a subset of the Tempo specification language to executable code.

It would be difficult to automatically translate IO automata specified in CoqIOA to executable code due to the way our automata are specified. Automata can behave nondeterministically, and the transition relation does not even need to be decidable. This is desirable for modeling and specification, but it makes automatic code extraction difficult. An approach to code extraction from CoqIOA would likely involve defining a type of restricted IO automaton designed for code extraction. For these restricted automata, we could limit nondeterminism and structure the automata so that effects of actions are decidable, simplifying code extraction.
Larger examples. Chapter 5 demonstrates that CoqIOA is capable of compositional reasoning through a toy example, but we have not yet implemented realistic large-scale distributed systems in our framework.

Prior work has used IO automata to reason about a large class of distributed systems, including complex designs such as Byzantine fault tolerance [28]. We could formalize such paper proofs in CoqIOA, though it will likely involve considerable effort to fill in the details in the paper proofs to produce machine-checkable versions.

Liveness. CoqIOA supports reasoning only about safety. The IOA mathematical model does support reasoning about liveness. It should be possible to extend CoqIOA’s model of IO automata to include the liveness-related components and then formalize liveness-related theorems about IO automata in Coq.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis contributes a methodology for compositional reasoning about distributed systems in a theorem prover and CoqIOA, an implementation of the methodology in the Coq proof assistant. The CoqIOA framework formalizes the theory of IO automata in a way that enables compositional reasoning about distributed systems within the proof assistant. CoqIOA includes a formalization of IO automata along with theorems about automata refinement, simulation, and composition, all of which are mechanically verified using Coq’s proof checker.

We implemented and verified a toy key-value store in a modular way using the CoqIOA framework. The evaluation demonstrates that the CoqIOA framework enables compositional reasoning and is a promising approach for building modular verified distributed systems.
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